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SunE and the Skink.

SunE the cat brings a little hope & Encouragement into our ever-changing world and

even on a challenging day, will put a SMILE on your face!

https://heyquim.com/
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I tried! I tried REALLY Hard but I just could not keep myself from  with the

Skink! Well .... it wasn't really playing I have to admit. That little guy ran right in front

of me teasing me it felt like. Pushing my buttons! My �rst reaction was to chase

after it and grab a hold of it's tail. But the tail came right off. So I waited and

watched, still feeling not quite in control of my emotions and instinctual nature.

Another skink ran by. I felt this interesting desire to pause a moment and consider

what I was doing. But that feeling was gone in a �ash and I grabbed at it's tail and

POP it happened again!

playing
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I situated myself under the shade of big oak tree and a bed of soft monkey grass. I

was comfortable and happy and content. It wasn't long before I was tempted AGAIN

and this time it was a Huge skink and for some reason he wasn't too scared of me. 

This time I felt the adrenaline rush and the surge of attack but I was more aware of

myself. I was able to take  and make a more conscious choice to NOT

bite off the tail. Biting off the tail wasn't that gratifying anyway. Instead I OPENED

my mouth as wide as I could get it and closed it around the skinks head and upper

body.  ...  I paused a little confused. Something didn't sit right

with me. 

just a moment

?! What have I done?

I could feel its heart beat. I could hear its tiny breaths and sense its fear and 

. I rather enjoy watching these wonderfully colored skink run around. I do rather

enjoy them better with their electric blue tails. Maybe I will take him to my human

and show her what I've got. Maybe my human will know what to do next.

I felt

bad

I took a deep breath and I thought about this. It was only a momentary thrill to grab

that tail and once it was done, I didn't feel that great. I actually felt a little

disappointed and I KNOW the skink wasn't feeling too well either. Now it is left

vulnerable to any other attackers while it waits for it's tail to grow back!
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I decided to go inside and hang out on my favorite chair to think a bit. No, I wanted

to  I was happy I didn't hurt the skink. I was happy to watch the skinks in the

garden and marvel at their brilliant colors and shiny bendable bodies. There was no

need to bite off their tails or put them in my mouth was there? It's more FUN to play

together than to attack a creature so different from me. Yes it is indeed more FUN to

hang out together!

FEEL.

I padded through the garden and around the house up to the door. Just then my

human came looking for me and she was SHOCKED!. "What is that hanging from

your mouth little SunE!?" As quick as she tensed up at the sight of the skink, with its

lower body, legs and loooong tail hanging from my mouth, .... she calmed herself and

gently told me to "drop it". She squeezed my jaw so that I would better understand

her request. I opened my mouth and out dropped this wondrous creature and it ran

away out of sight.
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Then an idea came clear as day. Maybe it can be my friend? Maybe I can learn from

this interesting and unique creature? I went back outside to have a look around and

try to just observe the other creatures around me.

I saw a lot of creatures. Like I always do but I saw them differently now. I tempered

by instinctual nature to attack those unlike me. I observed more. I listened and

learned too! A great BIG skink slowly crept up in front of me along the edge of some

tall grasses. Maybe for a quick escape if it needed. It had a bright orange head and a

tan body. I saw that it had lost the blue color of the tail as it grew bigger. This skink

observed me too! Both of us watching and learning ... and sharing our world

peacefully together. 
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We taste-smelled the air. We both had this skill. We could both observe the world

with our eyes like we had super powers. Noticing every movement. We both could

listen well too! The skink is not so different from me at all. Quite a nice fellow to hang

with on a spring day!

 I'm going to work harder on taming my instinctual nature. I'm going use my head and

also my heart to think and feel for the best choices. The best choices bring lasting

FUN and JOY into my world! I like my new and different friend.



about SunE 
Sharing with you my eternal drops of sun ~ assisting in Co-Creating
Unity Consciousness 4 ALL. ~ Harmony

"I am an indoor/outdoor cat.

When I go on trail walks, I walk on a leash for safety and so I can keep
tabs on my human.

I ride in my human's bicycle basket mostly for her companionship. It
feels great to stand with my two front paws on the edge of the basket
feeling the wind blow through my hair!

I like to hang out on docks and pylons and atop my kayak. But I prefer
when we are not too far away from the shoreline.

I am a very good traveler in cars :D !" ~ SunE


